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Abstract: Demand fluctuation requires consideration of many parameters, and compels enterprises to have a flexible fleet
planning. The objective of this paper is to develop a heuristic algorithm that can allocate orders into trucks, and determine the
shipment plan. In the model, it is assumed that the company has a fleet of own trucks and an agreement with an outside
carrier company. The demand for each product is deterministic, and known for every period of planning horizon. Truck
capacity, outside carrier capacity, delivery date, and total demand are the main constraints of the model. Objective function
contains inventory holding cost, late delivery cost as well as the cost of outsourcing the order to an outside carrier. In the
algorithm, the shipment plan for the upcoming week is constructed via minimization of total cost. As a result, the necessity of
outside carrier and order distribution plan are determined.
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1. Introduction
A general flow of a product follows a path starting with raw material receiving, and ending with transportation to a
retail outlet. Scheduling and sequencing planning for production and distribution resource planning for transportation are
necessary for efficient resource utilization. Although these functions can work independently with little coordination, it is
highly important to improve a system that employs production and distribution planning simultaneously. Strong and
inextricable coordination between production and distribution processes decreases inventory in warehouses, and improves
delivery performance and customer satisfaction. World Trade Organization signifies that world trade has grown at an average
rate of 5.9 percent per annum. This fast growing of trade and increased globalization have a substantial impact on delivery
costs. Not only changes in global environment but also the need of improving quality of transportation services such as
punctuality and reliability necessitate a comprehensive distribution planning. U.S. Department of Transportation highlights
that CASS information systems estimate the logistics cost for the year 2002 $910 billion equivalent to 8.7% of the U.S. gross
domestic product in the same year. Demand fluctuation, as well as globalization, compels enterprises to have a flexible and
cost-oriented fleet planning. There are different policies to manage the distribution of finished goods. A company can have its
own fleet, and/or outsource the distribution to third parties. Having a fleet of truck owned by production companies provides
a cheaper transportation since it allows a company to consolidate several shipments. On the other hand, fixed number of
trucks is incapable of dealing with demand that fluctuates weekly. Outsourcing the distribution processes to a third party
enables a company to have a flexible transportation schedule, however outsourcing the entire shipment to another company
costs much higher than having trucks. From this perspective, having a long term agreement with an organization specialized
in transportation and using owned trucks concurrently is the best approach to improve due date compliances and deal with
volatile demand rates. The objective of this research is to determine the weekly shipment and distribution plan of a company
in order to minimize the transportation cost as well as inventory holding cost. The paper is organized as follows. Firstly
literature review, and then problem description are provided. In problem description section, problem constraints and
assumptions are mentioned, and the importance of the problem is highlighted. The notations of the model are given and the
algorithm is illustrated in methodology part. Finally, some future work and suggestions are explained in conclusion section.
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